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Let A be a finite set and 9 be a family of its subsets. Two players pick m resp. n points 
alternately from A. I wins if he picks all the points of some element of 9, otherwise II wins. We 
give a sufficient condition for II to have a winning strategy. Using this we prove the following 
statement. If in Go-moku I occupies m places, and II occupies n places in each turn, then, in 
case of m > n, I may have an arbitrarily long row of his places; in case m G n, II may bound the 
length of the rows occupied I. 
Let m and n be positive numbers, A be a finite set and ($ be a family of its 
subsets. An (m, n)-game is a game in which two players, I and II choose m and n 
elements of A, alternately. Every element can be chosen at most once. I wins if 
he chooses all elements of some member of 9, otherwise II wins. We also define 
another game called a weak (m, n)-game. In this game I chooses at most m 
elements and II chooses at most n elements and the winning positions are defined 
as akve. 
Let us introduce some notation, If A is a set, the family of all of its subsets is 
P(A),, the cardinality of A is IAI. The family of subsets of A containing exactly n 
elements is [A]” = {Xc A: 1X1= n). If 9~ P(A) and Xc A, let 
5F(X)={FE@: Fr7X=@}, 
Let 0 < cr, < 1 be any real number, The uralue of 9~ P(A) (with respect to p) is 
defined by (see e4ga, [l)) 
Since we only give a sufficient condition for II having a winning strategy, in 
view of 4, we may restrict ourselves ‘to the case m 2 n. 
Theorem 1. Suppose m 2 n, 0 < p < 1 and 
1, mm < pm9 then II has a WS for the (m, n)-game. 
In the special case m = n = 1, p = 4 this reduces to the well-known result of 
rd& and Selfridge 121. 
ROO& Consider a play according to the rules. Denote by Xi E [A]” and yi E [A]” 
the subsets chosen by I and II at the ith turn (i = 1,2, . . .), respectively. Let 
gfj = 9 and 
‘Qi = {F- X4: FE &_,}, 
~~=~~(y,)=(FE~i:FnYi=pr} for i-l,&... 
I wins if and only if some of the %i’S contain the empty set. Because the 
cardinality of the empty set is zero, in this case U(%i) 2 1; i.e., if U(%i) C 1 for every 
i2 I, then II wins. 
We define a WS for II as follows. At the ith turn the set containing all hJ.,f II’s 
possible moves is 
A_U{Xj:j~i}-U{4:i<i},~. 1 
For each YE 9 compute the valuation U(%i( Y)) and let Yi be (any of) the 
element(s) for which the minimum is attained. We claim that v(%i+l) G U( ‘le,), 
independently of Xi + 1. If we prove this the result follows, since by the hypothesis 
of the theorem 
v(%,)qi”v(9Q: 1, 
so that v(%i)< 1 for all i a 1. 
To prove V(%i-+I) G 2 (%i), let ZE [X;+$ be arbrtrary, 
B -(FE%$: FnXi+, #9, Fn Y% -=9}, 
&={FE%i: FtTZ#@, Fn Yi =#}, 
%={FE%i: Fn&+l=9, Fn Yi -a}, 
~={FE%~: FfI Yi#f3]. 
The fmriks 3, % and 9 are pairwise disjoint, 
g,=$#uQ$l;9 and %i+,=FF-Xi+,: FE%}U%. 
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Obviously 
V(%i)=V(B)+V(%)+V(9), 
vlgi+l) s V(s)+ C /J’F-x’+l’~ V(S) f /A+-“V(s), 
FEQ 
SO it suffices to prove that 
(P-m - l)v(B)< U(9). 
By the definition of Yi, v(‘4i(Z))a v(~i(Yi)) so 
V(~?~‘~V(~i)-V(~i(Z))c,V(~i)-V(~i(Yi))=U(~). d.’ 
Now if FE 9, then there exists some 3c E F n Xi+13 and if this x belongs to 2, then 
FE Sz. Hence as Z varies over [Xi+l]“, every FE 9 occurs at least (:I:) times in 
the families Bz : 
m-1 0 n 1 v(@)s c vi:ti.&= ,~,v(O). ( ) z4xi+11 
It then follows that 
W” - l)U(@) 2 (p-” - l)v@?) c v(9). n 
CorOlhy. Suppose that every element of 9 has the same cardinality t. Zf (when 
log denotes the naturd logarithm) 
log Isi <_._E 
m(m + 1)’ 
then I! has Q WS for tF,e weak (m, I)-game. 
Roof. Set 
1 
m(m + 1) 
and v(9) = ISI l pt. 
An easy calculation shows that the conditions of the theorem hold. So II has a WS 
for the (m, l)-game. Finally, by observation 3, II has a WS for the weak 
(m, l)-game. 
The game “amoeba” is a simplified version of the well-known Go-moku [3,4j. 
Amoeba is played on an infinite chessboard. Two players occupy the fields, each 
taking one field at every turn. The player who first achieves 5 or more adjacent 
fields situated horizontally, vertically or along either diagonal wins. Evidently the 
secc,nd player cannot have a winning strategy. He may hope only for a draw, i.e., 
to play indefinitely without letting the first player wini 
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Consider the foiiowing variant of amreba The board is the same, but player I 
occupies m fields and player II occupies n fields on successive turns. I wins if he 
has at least k adjacent fields (horizontally, etc.), II wins if I does not win within 
finitely many turns. (II may have k adjacent fields but that does not constitute a 
victory.) For this game we have the following. 
mearem 2. lf m > n and k is arbitrary, I has a WS. ff m s n there is a 
c l m2 l log m where c is a constant, such that I has a WS whenever k < k, and 
II has a WS if k 2 k,,. 
The second part of this theorem is interesting when n is near to m. If, for 
example, n 2 8m, then II may simply surround every field occupied by I. 
Rd. ( 1) We may assume that m - n = 1. Suppose that there are m . x columns 
on the chessboard and each cnnL-‘-- uucus I consecutive fields (a chain) occupied by I 
and no field occupied by II (x = mks2, 2 = 0 at the beginning). In the following x 
turns II chooses the field at the lower end of these chains (if possible). During 
these turns II can spoil no more than (m - 1) ’ x columns, so at least x columns 
remain, each containing a chain of length I+ 1 and no field occupied by II. 
Therefore I Gns after rnkq2 + rnke3 + l . l + m + 1 turns. 
(2) Obviously if II has a WS for some k, then II wins by the same strategy for 
every k’ 2 k. So there exists a threshold k,, with the desired property for every 
pair m, n (allowing the possibility that the threshold is 0~). It remains to prove that 
I J has a WS for some k G c l m2 l log m 
As in the first part we may assume that m = n. Moreover we may allow II to 
occupy less than m fields in a turn. 
Divide the chessboard into squares of side length 2x - 1. II will play in these 
squaies, and his move in a square will not depend on moves in other squares. If I 
occupies one or moye fields in a square (but not more than m ones) II will occupy 
exactly one field in that square. Thus they would play a weak (m, 1).game in every 
square. Obviously, putting 
A = {the fields of the square}, IAl = (2x - l)2; 
moreover let 
9 = {the first x fields in every row counting from the left} U 
{the lower x fields in every column) u 
{the first x fields of the “from left to right” diagonals tarting from 
the lowest x fields of the first column and from the first x fields of 
the lowest row (see Fig. 1)) ti 
{the mirror image of the prewious et across the vertical axis of the 
square). 
tleariq . every element of 9 has cardinality x; ZPY CGC:T, iSi = 4 l (2~ - I) C 8x. It 
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is easy to check that given 4x - 1 consecutive fields horizontally, vertically or 
along either diagonal, their intersection with some square is a set containing an 
element of 9. Thus if II can keep I from occupying the elements of 9, he wins the 
k = 4x - 1 amoeba game. 
By the Corollary of Theorem 1, II can accomplish this if 
log8xc x-m 
m(m + 1)’ 
which holds for x = c * m* l log m with a pyoperly chosen constant c. 
Remark. A similar result holds if the amoeba game is p!ayed on the d- 
dimensional lattice points. The constant in the threshoid depends on d. 
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